Q UANTITY of lint per seed is one of the components of lint yield in Upland cotton. This trait usually is expressed as lint percentage calculated as (weight of lint X 100)/(weight of lint + seed). Alternately, it may be expressed as lint index (1) defined as weight in grams of lint produced by 100 seeds.
Lint index has been found (see 5, 7 for reviews) to be a continuous variable in segregating populations. Ware (6) reported dominant type gene actions in interspecific hybridizations; however, little has been published on gene actions in intraspecific crosses. The purpose of this paper is to report results from an investigation of gene action in the inheritance of lint index in intraspecific crosses of Upland cotton.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental materials were derived from diallel crosses, excluding reciprocals, of eight parental lines chosen from the Regional Collection of Upland cotton for their approximately equal seed index (weight in grams of 100 seeds) in the range 11.0 to 12.0. Four lines-U4, Delfos 3506, Coker's Super Seven .#5, and UA 7-9-had low lint indices ranging from 3.5 to 4.5; the othersWest Texas Rough, Half and Half, Station C 42, and Delta Smooth Leaf-had lint indices ranging from 6.5 to 7.5.
The experimental plants were grown in a split plot design of three replications. The 28 combinations were allocated to the main plots and subplots were, respectively, 1 of each parent, 1 of the Fi, and 3 of the F-2. Single row subplots contained from 4 to 20 plants each. A seed cotton sample was harvested from each plant in the experiment. Lint and seed indices were determined by ginning 100 seeds from each sample and weighing the lint and seed. Plot means were calculated from individual plant values.
Actions of genes controlling traits continuously variable in segregating populations may be investigated by using generation means. When only additive type gene actions are involved, means of the parental, Fi, and F 2 generations will be equal. If dominance also is involved, the F 2 mean will deviate from the parental mean to a position halfway between the parental and Fi means. Epistatic gene actions will cause the Fs mean to deviate from this halfway position.
Tests for these types of gene action can be constructed using the analysis of variance. A test of generation means will determine This can be partially evaluated using Mathsr's C scaling test (3. 4), whereby the F a mean is compared to the iverage of the parental and Fi populations. If no differences are detected, only dominance is indicated; where differences are detected, the response could be due to epistasis alone or to dominance and epistasis. If differences are not detected by the parental vs. Fi tests, out are detected by the C test, epistasis is indicated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although the parents were chosen for their approximately equal seed indices, plot means for seed index varied from 9.2 to 14.4. Variations in seed size, as measured byseed weight, are usually accompanied by variations in seed surface area, and lint index is a function of the number of fibers produced on a given area of seed surface (2). Thus, fluctuations in seed index can influence lint index. In order to reduce the influence of seed index, covariance analysis was used to adjust lint index means. A common b value of + .358 was obtained indicating the relationship of lint index to seed index in these populations.
Tests of generation means were made using analysis of covariance. Differences between the thr:e generation means were highly significant statistically ("able 1) indicating gene interactions occurred in the inheritance of lint index in this sample of Upland cotton. Differences detected between the F-L and mid-parent (mean o : parents) indicated heterosis. The third test, F 2 vs. V^C^i -h MP), was statistically significant. Differences detected in the latter two tests indicate epistasis was operative and that dominance may or may not have been.
The combinations could be logically divided into three groups: (a) those involving high X h:gh crosses, (b) low X low crosses, and (c) high X l°w crosses. Tests were made in each of these groups (Table 1) . Differences in generation means were detected in each group, indicating gene interactions were operative. In bo :h high X high and low X low groups the F, vs. MP test detected differences and the F 2 vs.
1 /2(F 1 + MP) test did not, indicating only allelic gene interactions were involved. Differences were detected by both tests in the high X l^w group indicating nonallelic gene interactions were operative. Since allelic gene interactions were indicated in the other two groups involving the parental lines, it is suggested that they were operative in this group also.
